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name, trademark, manufacturer, or othe!wise, does not necessarily
constitute or !mply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring
by the United States Government or any agency thereof or its
contractors or subcontractors. The views and opinions of authors
exoressed herain do not necessatilv state or reflect those of the
U;itad States Government or any agency thereof.
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● ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

I
I

●
�

CAA
“o

CERCLA

● “
CFC

~~ ● CWA

Clean Air Act
I

Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act 5

Chlorofluorocarbons

Clean Water Act I

DOE

Ecology. .

EPA

EPCRA

LLMW

LLW

MTRU

NEPA

NPDES

P2

P20A

PCB

RCRA

RL

ROI

SARA

SDWA

SEPA

TN

TRU

TSCA

TSD

UST

U.S. Department of Energy

Washington State Department of Ecology

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act I

Low Level Mixed Waste

Low Level Waste I

Mixed Transuranic Waste

National Environmental Policy Act
I

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

Pollution Prevention
I

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment

Polychlorinated Biphenyl
1

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
I

U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office

Return on Investment
I

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

Safe Drinking Water Act
I

State Environmental Policy Act

Toxic Chemical Release Inventory
I

Transuranic Waste

Toxic Substances Control Act
I

Treatment Storage and Disposal (Facilities)

Underground Storage Tanks
I
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The intention of the “Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment Training
and Resource Guide” is to help Hanford waste generators identify ways to
reduce waste through the Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
(P20A) process. This document presents pollution prevention tools and
provides a step-by-step approach for conducting assessments.

Training

The training contains four modules:

■ Pollution Prevention Training- Introductory information about
pollution prevention including the elements, the benefits, the
drivers, examples of pollution prevention, and DOE Pollution
Prevention goals.

■ Pollution Prevention Or.mortunitv Assessment Training -
Examines the assessment process and approach for conducting
assessments.

■ Samrrle Assessment - A walk through of an actual assessment
to demonstrate how to complete the P20A worksheets.

■ Practice Assessment – Workshop participants will complete an
assessment on one of their own waste streams or conduct a case
study assessment.

Guidance
Guidance is a resource section designed to complement the training.
It describes how to identify, assess, and implement opportunities for prevent-
ing pollution and to stimulate the ongoing search for such opportunities. The
guidance contains special circumstances for conducting a P20A such as non-
routine waste streams.

Appendices
Appendices consist of materials that will support the pollution prevention
effort: waste handling costs, sources of additional information, and a glossary.
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Pollution Prevention

Evolution of Pollution Control

The past 30 years have revealed the error of past actions and overall igno-
rance of the effects of those actions on the environment. As public awareness
of environmental problems grew, Congress enacted legislation to address the
pollution apparent in the environmental “media” of air, water, and land, as
well as in the workplace and marketplace. The result was a fragmented, often
bewildering array of statutes influencing environmental improvement, includ-
ing the following

Clean Air Act (CAA)

Cornprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Recovery Act (CERCLA)

Clean Water Act (CWA)

Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA)

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

Hazardous Material Transportation Act (HMTA)

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

The Congressional response to pollution had two main paths. The first was to
control pollution. The regulated community relied heavily on capture, treat-
ment, and disposal to manage wastes, emissions, or effluents after they had
been generated. Second, legislation was media-specific in its approach, with
regulations goverrfmg pollution in air segregated from regulations governing
pollution of water, which are separate from those regulating solid and haz-
ardous waste, and so on. Other facets of cradle-to-grave materials legislation
included: product performance requirements, labeling requirements, bans and
phase-outs of materials or products, public distribution of data gathered, and
more.
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● r.Drawbacks of Pollution Control .!4
Media Transfers

Classic examples illustrate how transfers between environmental media hap-
pen with pollution control technologies. Smokestack scrubbers remove and
collect potentially toxic particulate to bring air emissions within regulatory
standards, but the collected toxins must then be disposed of as hazardous
wastes. This hazardous waste may leach from the disposal facility into ground
or surface water, evaporate into the air, or remain in the ground or surface
water.

Some booths for applying paints are equipped with water curtains, which
capture solids and some solvents in overspray from paint guns. The water
screen reduces the number of spent air filters generated as hazardous waste
as well as lowering solid and solvent emissions. However, the wastewater
then requires treatment or recovery of metals and solvents. Treatment
techniques are not 100% successful, which means that some hazardous wastes
will be discharged from the facility

In response to media-specific regulation, pollution control addresses air
pollutants, water discharges, and management of solid and hazardous wastes
separately. As in the examples above, this results in a shift of pollutants and
risks from one environmental medium to another. True multimedia source
reduction will eliminate cross-media transfers or at the very least, substitute
a less harmful, more controllable emission (for example, trading VOC emis-
sions for water discharge from an aqueous cleaning systems).

Risks of Exposure
●

Another drawback of treating or disposing of pollutants is that waste is dealt
with toxics after they have been used or generated, leaving everyone vulner-
able. Workers are susceptible to accidents and often unknown long-term
exposure risks. Communities and surrounding facilities may incur risks from
long-term exposure to uncontrolled releases to air, surface water, and ground
water. Others in the path-of-supply routes or waste streams may also suffer if
transportation accidents result in spills, or if waste treatment or containment
facilities fail.

Control after generation may increase the potential for future liability under
any or all of the regulations should activities result in any public or environ-
mental harm.

I
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Short-Term Solution

●

●

Controlling pollution after it has been generated, perhaps technically “easier”
than process modification, is a short-term solution to a long-term problem.
But the long-term costs of emission control, maintenance of equipment, down
time, waste disposal, water effluent fees, air pollutant fees, potential liability
for failures of treatment, and disposal are high and likely to go higher, Haz-
ardous raw material inputs are similarly expensive, and indeed, future regu-
lations may phase out their use entirely. From an accounting standpoint,

aPPVing a cOntrOlfix after the prOductiOn prOcess also tends to make costs of
environmental protection hard>r to intern~lize as a true cost of production.

These factors make control more of a short-term approach, since a one-time
capital investment in control equipment does little to control long-term costs
and does not address the cause of those long-term costs. Process modification
eventually may be necessary anyway, if the regulatory landscape changes,

Pollution Prevention

None of the pollution control options of treatment or disposal address long-
term environmental problems, and the limits of their capacity will be reached
as emission and waste generation rates increase with economic activity. For
these reasons, environmental agencies and others are attempting to promote
the use of pollution prevention (P2) through regulatory programs in order to
enhance environmental protection,

Going to the Source
●

Pollution prevention can extend environmental protection beyond what is
possible with end-of-the-pipe, after-the-process pollution control. Essentially,
all non-product outputs (by-products, emissions, or wastes) can be reduced
by addressing wastes “up-the-pipe” to their source. This approach offers
greater, long-term protection of all environmental media and can address the
short comings of pollution control-media transfers.

Pollution prevention is an ongoing reexamination of how materials are used
or non-product outputs are generated. Understanding why, where, and how
materials are used allows evaluation of opportunities for substitution or
reduction of use. This represents a change in how we have approached mate-
rials use and production in the past, and results from increased awareness of
their total economic and environmental cost, Pollution prevention has poten-
tial for more efficient and cost-effective use of resources within
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
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l+evention Hierarchy
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1Pollution prevention can be thought of as a hierarchy of activities (source
reduction first, followed by recycling/reuse, segregation, and treatment) that
is constantly applied to materials use or generation of potentially hazardous
emissions and wastes. The intent in applying this hierarchy is always to start
at the top, looking first for opportunities for prevention with the greatest
potential impact on pollution. Pollution prevention is best achieved through
reducing or eliminating non-product output or materials use at the source,
by

■

■

■

■

Changing products

Substituting less hazardous materials

Using more effkient processes or equipment

Preventing ineffkiencies due to lack of maintenance
or poor housekeeping

Other Options
●

Recycling (collecting and transporting materials for reprocessing) is a waste-
management option second only to source reduction. Recycling processes
themselves have residual wastes that require disposal, and there are dangers
associated with the transport and handling of materials being recycled. Since
recycling requires waste as a raw material, it sometimes can reduce incen-
tives for source reduction of waste.

Once we get in the habit of looking first to pollution prevention options,
then pollution control technologies and procedures, incineration, and dis-
posal clearly become less preferable options.
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P2 also a Sound Business Practice

●

●

●

If product and process modifications at the top of the source reduction hierar-
chy are not feasible, other options may have more immediate potential. Modi-
fication of process and procedures, such as improved scheduling of
production, improved housekeeping, attention to maintenance, employee
training, on and off-site recycling, can all take place at a relatively low cost as
part of a reorientation toward environmental awareness and stewardship.
New products and processes can have thk stewardship built in, right from
the design stage.

The notion of environmental stewardship may not serve as a driver that leads
to the greatest environmental protection. Rather, analysis of practices and
application of sOund business practice leading to organizational and process
OptlmlzatiOn may seine a greater end. For example, contractors stand tO
derive both tangible and intangible benefits from implementing pollution pre-
vention, including the following:

Avoided costs for transportation, treatment and disposal

Reduced or avoided costs of compliance (fees, fines)

Profit from sale of byproducts to others as raw materials

Savings on amount and costs of raw materials through
closed-loop recycling

Reduced or avoided costs of litigation

Reduced or avoided insurance costs

Less down time due to occupational health problems

Avoided costs of addressing problems later, at inflated prices

Avoided costs of accidents and spills

Costs reduction for materials

Avoided costs of administration and management

These are just some of the savings attainable. It is worth noting that many
of these may never show up directly as hard dollars saved, and could be
difficult to track. But they should at least be assigned a value and taken into
account when making decisions on implementing pollution prevention
options.
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What is P2? ‘“source reduc&on. -

Definition of Pollution Prevention *N;,

“ky practice which reduces the amount of any hazardous substance, pollut- ,&@~&.
arrt, or contaminant entering any waste stream or otherwise released into the
environment (iicluding fugitive emissions) prior to recycling, trea~ent or .
disposal.”

,,x,%x%g:g~z”’ “
$A*.:~xq&8$>bscw“q$a2;;;&~

-defined by the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 %$$&$
w.--3

A Pollution Prevention (P2) program can be defined as an organized, “*,.& @$”

comprehensive, and continual effort to achieve three goals
g$+$’f

H Prevent or minimize pollutant releases to all envimmuenfal
.<+“.,A-

y=w

media from all operations and site cleanup activities.
>, \

The concepts of a Pollution Prevention Program are shown graphically ~
~:.

.
in Figure

Figure 1:

1:

~weirtiorr Program Se+
..~%ul ... ?. ’!...,

. Evqdim . With

Graphical Presentation of Pollution Prevention Concepts
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Ahierarchicel approa”%to enwrorunontz$management is applied to all types
of waste, i.e., some kinds of waste management are better than
others. The program priorities in descending order are

Source reduction

Recycling

Waste treatment

Waste segregation

Environmentally safe disposal

Introduction (“Why Do It?”)
The purpose of this docmnent is to provide help to you, Hanford waste gen-
erators, in finding ways to reduce waste through Pollution Prevention
Opportunity ksessments (P20As). It is based on guidance from other sites,
and serves to compliment the Hanford-specific training on P20As.

The chapters of this document include help on how to chaose major waste
generating activities, how to conduct a P20A, how to get results, and how to
show progress. There is also a chapter on special situations and problems
your facility may encounter. This first chapter tells you why you should con-
sider conducting P20As and why they maybe required.

DOE Pollution
Prevention Goals

I 1Baaeline By End I
Goal Year of 1999

Toxic Chemical Release Inventory Reduction 1993 50% 1
Hazardous Reduction 1993 50% ~
RadioactiveReduction 1993 50% t

Low-Level Mixed Waste Reduction 1993 50%
Sanitaty Waste Reduction 1993

Recycling NIA

hl addition. increase affirmative Procurement of EPA-desianateci
recycledproducts to 100% “

Waste to Disposal Without
Pollution Prevention
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. product Substitution

. Good Housekeeping
● Process-Modification/Optimization
● Improved Equipment Design
● Procedure-Related Changes

Product
Substitution

Methanol Use Eliminated
p:

.

Ethanal was substituted for methanol to clean experimental
equipment. The used cleaning rags are now disposed of as low

;h ..= . ...

level waste instead of mixed low level waste.
j;;
,,
> \ “
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One of the techniques that is encouraged to be used to achieve

source reduction is good housekeeping. Good housekeeping helps
prevent spills, avoid duplicate purchases, improves safety and
enhances work conditions,

Another advantage is better inventory control, By performing
and maintaining good housekeeping, you’re able to identify prod-
ucts before they expire and could have been disposed of as waste.

Process Modifioationl
Optimization

Closed LOOD Coolina Svstem
~

A closed loop cooling system was
brought on line for the capsule stor-
age pool cells at the Waste Encap-
sulation Storage Facility (WESF). This
new system replaces the old single-
pass cooling system which dis-
charged effluent at approximately 80
liters per second (1300 gallons per
minute). In addition, WESF can now
discharge its cooling water to the 200
Area Treated Effluent Disposal Facil-
ity rather than B Pond. Completion of
this project significantly reduces the
quantify of process waste water that
is discharged to the environment.
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acceptable levels and ensures
the chemistry is correct.

The tanks store radioactive
waste from 50 years of plutonium
production. Corroding tank walls
can leak radioactive contami-
nants to the soil and groundwa-
ter. It is eSSWIfidto monitor the
corrosion conditions of the tank
walls and the addition to determine tank integrity and ensure safe waste
storage until retrieval and final waste disposal can be accomplished.
The installation of the corrosion probe alleviated the continual sampling.

The use of the corrosion probe during inhibitor addition reduced tank
additions by 113 cubIc meters (30,000 gallons) over five years, or 23
cubic meters annually. This also resulted in elimination of sodium addi-
tion of 51 metric tons. The elimination of 51 metric tons will reduce IOW
level waste glass vitrification production by 204 metric tons.

Procedure Chanaes

Iodine-1 29 Samnlina Requirements Reduced

TWRS employees worked with the Effluent Monitoring Program to
reduce the number of Iodine-129 sampling performed on four ven-
tilation stacks based on an iodine emissions study. Effluent Monitor-
ing granted approval to reduce sampling from weekly to quarterly.

● aeeeee ❑ A&%.



!cycle

Recycling
c

Re(
● ‘si’e~tet ~

● Reuse

Recycling is ● .en~;~

the use, Activity l--_ --__ -____, ~,~
AilaP...l

reuse, or )

reclamation ● Material Recovery/Reclamation
of a material. ● Closed-Loop Systems

● Raw MaterialsNJaste Exchanges

Material Recovery/Reclamation

Mercurv Reclamation at 222-S Laboratory

The 222-S personnel implemented a filtration
and distillation process that recycles mercury
for reuse. Mercury is decanted, run through a
pinhole into a damp filter and trapped on the
tilter. The mercury is then distilled for tinal purifi-
cation using an Eberbachm automatic mercury
still.

CIosed=Loop System

Hvdroaen Feed, ReCOVt?N. and Recvcle

i

I
I
i
I
1
I
1
I
I
1
I
8

A compressor, tankage, and manifold system was installed in the Chemical Engi-
neering Laboratory to allow use of law-pressure cylinders to feed high-pressure chemi-
cal reactors. A hydrogen recovery and reuse system was added to minimize venting
of unused gas.
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Educational DWdODmetIt Gift Proaram

When employees upgrade computers on the Hanford Site, their old ‘
equipment is evaluated for redeployment back on site or placed in

,.iai$:. -

the Department of Energy’s Educational Development Gift Program. ... .P:’””
%<>

The Program, designed to help students improve their math and edu- %~g %
cational skills, has benefited schools in Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
and Montana.

\!$ ‘:.

Soil Washina Tent RedeDloved s..

A 33-foot-wide, 68-foot-long tent was maved from the 10OD Area to f-” -
the LERF ta cover the 291 load-in facility where tanker trucks are emp- !
tied. The tent had previously been used for soil washing operations. ‘$ .

. . ....
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Waste Treatment

b
----- --

●
✼

Waste treatment Generating
includes techno-
logk2alpro- ●

,-’-...J,-_---- ---- +---

cesses which
reduce the
quantity toxicity ●
or mobility of
waste after it is
already created.

+ 1’
● Distillation
● Stabilization
● Neutralization
● Incineration
● Evaporation

Stabilization

Waste Neutralization and DisDosai

Following waste sampling activities,
liquid waste was neutralized and dis-
posed of as low level waste at the 200
Area Liquid Effluent Facility. This neu-
tralization process saved repackaging
the waste into lab pack farm which
would have created twice the val-
ume. H also saved staraae costs at the
Central Waste Cample;.

Compaction
Facilities Com~act Wastes

The generation of low level
waste continues to increase
with work being performed
at different facilities. Waste is
sent far compaction to an
affsite vendor. This reduces
the volume sent far disposal.
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● Sufvey v ,“

● Sorting #
~

● Decontamination
: * “’” j

..<,
Portable Radiological Detection Instruments for Survevina Contaminated F*

b.
-.

Materials
$.
&;

Procurement of Eberline E-600 Survey Meters will allow Radiation Techni- \
cians to survey for bath alpha and beta with a greater sensitivity using a ~i
100 square centimeter probe, The accuracy of these meters will allow Y...
the release of more materials far reuse or recycling and result in a source ?.
reduction of low level waste. . .



Sorting

Seareaafion of Waste

T Plant has segregated
mixed low level waste
containers, allowing a
large portion of the
contents to be dis-
posed of as low level
waste.

Separation Process Implemented

A new process for disposal of oil and water condensate from the
blowdown of air compressors has been implemented. The liquid waste
is characteristically less than 5Y. oil, however, regulatory requirements
require liquids to be absorbed with two times the absorbent material.
The new “separation process” for oil and water condensate eliminates
the disposal of containers and absorbent material.
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W-aste
~Segregation

b

So;rce
Reduction

Waste to Disposal
After Pollution Prevention

●

~en~~$‘- Disposal

Activity l ______________ ~’
1’

%’

\EPA Hiprarohy of a Pollution Prevention Program $ “‘:ff
s ..Y,+
P

1

The DOE has
, adopted the EPA
hierarchy as the
p(~ferred approach

Low
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Anticipate obsfac/es
and plan to over-
come them.

“’G:@~&@~&g

; ‘!:U&@ ~

Bercim:
Barriers and Incentives
to Pollution Prevention
List the incentives to practicing pollution prevention at Hanford and then list
the potential barriers YOUforesee in pollution prevention implementation.

Barriers Incentives
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Finally contractors benefit from the reduction in compliance and reporting
costs, improved efficiency of operations, improved pubtic relations, and
reduction of long term civil and cr-al liability. P2 and P20As also foster a
positive working relationship with regulators and with the community, as
they are seen as positive technical and prwedural activities.

Thus, PZensures worker safety, reduces damage to the environment, and saves

Regulatory/Reporting Requirements
Many regulatory and DOE requirements exist for pollution prevention. Sev-
eral RCRA cedes, and DOE Order 5400.1, require a Pollution Prevention/
Waste Minimb tion Program Plan in place at each site.

This irrterpretation, which has been accepted by the State of Washington,
is upheld by RCRA in the ImplementutwnGuidancefor DOE 0rder5400.1, which
specifies that “the basic elements of an effective waste minimization
program” include “periodic waste minimization assessments /audits.” The
order defines these assessments as “a continuing effort,” not a “one time
endeavor.”

A guiding document tlom DOE, the 1996 Pollution Preuentwn Program Plan,
offers some focus. This document strongly emphasizes cost effectiveness and
rapid return on investment from the opporhmities found with P20As. The
PZanfocuses on all wastes types, as well as conservation of water and energy,
as aspects of pollution prevention.
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See Appendix D ●
fora complete
ktirrg of P2
drivers. ●
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P2 Drivers ‘“

There are forty-four DOE and RCRA legally binding P2 drivers; statutory/
m@atoW and Order requirements including

■ The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990

■ RCRA

■ CERCLA

9 DOE Orders

Dafhiition of a P20A
A P20A thoroughly examines work
activities and identifies opportunities
to minimize the generation of waste
and reduce costs.
A systematic way of finding methods to reduce waste is through a Pollution
Prevention Opportunity Assessment, or a P20A. A P20A is conducted by a
select team that identifies and prioritizes waste streams, ex-es the pro-
cesses that cause the generation of the waste, and discovers ways to reduce
this waste. Most P2 programs begin with management commitment as well
as the identification and prioritization of waste streams on which to focus.
Conducting a P20A consists of selecting a team, gathering information about
the waste generating activity, brain.sto-g pollution prevention opportu-
nities, researching those opportunities, and making recommendations

A good P2 program should also have a method to move from the P20A pr-
ocessto implementation of P2 opportunities. P20As are considered the stan-
dard DOE method to identify and rank pollution prevention opportmrities.
They are used and recommended by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), the Department of Energy (DOE), private industry, and other state
and federal regulatory agencies.

Benefits of a P20A

Identit%s pollution prevention opportunities

Creates a baseline to monitor pollution prevention progress

Serves as a continuous process improvement tool

Provides economic evaluation information

H@● 0000 ●
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W Facility Specific Assessments ‘ @jf&ide Strategic

■ S1tewide Strategic Assessments $~+@;OAsare.a~

■ Community Assessments
Y
- “%rducted to

F@re 3, below, shows the steps for implementing P2 opportunities and
reduce the k+f(JeSt

reducing waste.

T
F&for Reference

Repeatthe Pr.xess
Pqmre Final Summary with

Retoxnmended O@ioIW

- w.

ImplementP2 Oppoltunifk
and Rqort

Figure 3: Pollution Prevention Process
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.1 . . . Identify priority waste/chemical streams

2... *lwta&vi.esforfi*erstidy

s . . . 0rgarrizel?20Ateam

4... Condu.fad~w*tiou@, flow&aqm

5... Wscfikactivi~md conductmteridbdace

6... IImirrStOrmmC)ppm-tmiiieS

7 . . .Conductacostbenefitmalysk

S . . . kplemmttierwomended oppoti.es

Identifi Priority Waste/Chemical Streams
. * . . ***...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Review existing
information
resources.

How to Prioritize Your Waste
Streams & Activities

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I

Before conducting P20As, first you must decide which waste streams to ana- 1
Iyze. Since the n&ber of wast; streams at Hanford or any one of its facilities
could number in the tens of thousands, it is important to group them together
by common content or source and to prioritize them according to importance.
This section describes where at Hsrrford to obtain information about waste

1

streams, how to prioritize and how to set reasonable goals irr terms of the
number of P20As to be done armuatly. The steps are also listed in Figure 4.

Review the waste stiearn and activity priorities on an annual basis. This way
I

Obtain a list of major chemical, radioactive
and other materist inputa

Get waste stream information

Determine volume and cost of each waste stream

Choose other important criteria

Rank waste streams

List main contributing activities

Set goals

Conduct P20As

Figure 4 Preparing for p20As
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■ Purchased materials of any significant quantity
, ,’. %

. .

■ All purchased hazardous chemicals or materials ‘b “ ‘

■ Environmental samples received from onaite and offsite
customers

■ Material brought in by subcontractors or other persons

■ Waste from customers to be treated, handled or disposed of
by your facility

■ Legacy waste

This list must be general and should include any large material inputs or products
of significant quantity used in that become waste. Modifying some of the activi-
ties generating these input streams may be out of your control, while others may
be possibl~o not worry about that right now, those will be identified when
doing a P20A.

Next, determine waste streams and quantities that exit your facility, including air
emissiom and water waste. This is done by looking at your material inputs and
determinirr g where those exit your facility. Possible sources for this information ~~
are the Solid Waste Information Tracking System (SWITS) database, satellite accu- S.
mulation records, and waste manifests. It is also beneficial to categorize these , ~~
wastes by hazacdous, radioactive, mixed, and sanitary (nonregrdated), as it helps ‘, ?

\ ‘: ,;>

focus on what wastes are generated at your facility. Group these waste streams +
=i

into large but practical categories. Also, determine from your waste generation
numbers where your largest waste type is, such as LLW or FLU-you may want 1,
to address those streams irr particular. ‘k

\

Choosing Criteria
The data collected in the above section can now be summarized and criteria for ~
prioritizing waste streams chosen. Fret, list the waste stream data colIected above ,~’
on the” Waste Stream Information worksheet (see Guidelines for Wasfe S frearn,,

Injormafion, page 51). You may not want to list all the waste streams; one method
is to choose the top three waste streams from each waste type. Or, you may want
to focus entirely on a particular waste type (and its waste streams) that is a very ‘
difficult to manage.

I
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From this list, deteme the rnassmi%oi%e of each waste stream and record
that value on the worksheet. Mass/volume and cost are two criteria that
should be used to prioritize waste streams. These two vahsea should be mul-
tiplied to calculate a total cost for generating the total quantity of waste. The
costs are on the back of the worksheet and are baaed on DOE approved life-
cycle costs at Hanford.

PREPARE
You may want to use additional criteria to prioritize your waste. The “Other
Concerns” column is where you would list any other important criteria other
thanpon-quantifiable cost and volume. These should be very specific to your
facility. Perhaps a waste stream is a particular ALARA or safety hazard due
to the way it must be handled. Or, it is very toxic to humans or the eswiron-
ment. Or, it is a waste stream that is very high profile with the community
All non-quantifiable but important criteria should be listed in the last cohunrr
of the “Waste Stream Information” worksheet, see practice Assessment Sec-
tion page 49-63.

Using data recorded from the first worksheet, now prioritize these waste
streams. Generally, the stream with the highest total cost wilf be the highest
priority waste stream. You may rank them strictly on cost and quantity (ua-
~g tie highest total cost as the highest priority), but you maY SISO Wmt to

move streams up the priority list depending on their toxicity or other less
quantifiable criteria recorded in the Other Concerns colurrm. Record the top
waste streams in order on the Priority Streams and Activities worksheet.

Waste generation information can be obtained through

Solid Waste Information Tracking System (SWITS)

Waste shipment manifests

Emission inventories

Forecast information

Permits

Facility/Contractor records and reporta

Pollution prevention representatives
- URL httpWapsq105.rl.gov/polprev/p20a/p20a.htm
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2 Select Activities for Further Studq
. **.*..**.*** ● ✎☛☛✎☛☛✎☛☛☛☛✎ ● ☛✎☛✎☛☛☛☛☛☛

Picking Activities
Once the top streams are listed, it is time to determine what activities create
these waste streams (see Guidelines for Priority Streams arrdActivities, page
53). These activities willbetheones inwhichyou willconduct P2OAs. To
prevent becoming overwhelmed, only list the top one to three waste gener-
ating activities for each waste stream. These activities wilI come from gen-
erat knowledge of your faciMy and can be very broad (such as, “painting”
or “sampling analysis”). SeveraI activities may generate one waste stream.
Group these activities when you can, otherwise consider them separate
P20As. Once you have listed your activities, begin conductirrg your P20As.

Remember, the key to selecting P20Aactivities is to identify actions in your
facility that generate the most experrsive and largeat amount of waste. Once
these are determined, the P20A will look at all the waste streams from
these activities (even though one stream may be a priority over others).

Activities contributing to the identified waste streams can be identified
through

■ Facilify/Operations PersonneI

■ Hazardous Materials Coordlrrators

9 Environmental Compliance Representatives/Officers

■ Pollution Prevention representatives

3 Organize P20A Team
. . * . .*..*..** ● .*.*.*.***** ● *********O

Build a Team
The first step is building a team that will conduct each P20A (see Guide-
lines for Worksheet 1, Team and Activiiy Description, page 55). The team
usually includes a team leader who has technical and practical knowledge
of the activity. This person is responsible for seeing that the P20A
worksheeta are completed, oppotities are identified, and cost-effective
oPPOtiti@ are implemented.
In addition to the team leader, several other core members will assist in
conducdng the P20A. These individuals can be peopIe who know about
the priority waste generating activity, or they can be unfamiliar to the spe-
citlcs. Team members or information sources shoutd be selected baaed on
their process knowledge, purchasing and material inventory knowledge,
regulatory experience, or P20A expertise and interest. Teams may vary in
size depending on the nature of the activity. EWer way, the key ia taking
to the workers performing the activity and seeking out the technical infor-
mation required from people in other specialized areaa, such as safety,
industrial hygiene, etc. who may not be part of the team.

Once a team has beerr organized, the P20A leader can initiate the P20Aon
the priority activity. The team members are recorded on Worksheet #l.

ooeeeee ❑
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Learn about the Activity & Gather Information
The first step the team will want to take is to get a closer look at the
activity they will be assessing. A tour of the area where the waste is generated
is usually the most helpful. Talk with the workers performing the activity as
they are the most knowledgeable about the waste stream. Ask how they think
the waste could be reduced; often they will have thought of F’2 initiatives that
they have not been able to implement. Watch how the work is completed to
see if there am inefficiencies.

Other sources of information can be the material used and waste generated,
data collected previously, purchase requisitions, and examination of
material and waste containers.

In order to record this information, a description of the activity is
recorded on Worksheet M. Then, Worksheet ?42can be used to map out the
materials in and the wastes out of the activity. If thk worksheet is too
restrictive, feel free to complete one in a more free-form manner.

Team Members Can Include

Craft personnel N Engineem

Waste generators 9 Scientists

Waste management specialists ■ Managers

Laboratory tectilcians ■ Chemist

Other line personnel E Operators

Radiological protection personnel

Conduct Facilify Walk Through, Flow Diagram
.. O.*** *. ***8 ● ************ ● O***.*****

See Guidelines for Worksheet 2, Activity Flow Diagram, page 57.

Schedule the walk through

Monitor the activity at different times

Interview

Photograph or videotape activity

Observe the “housekeeping” aspects

Assess the organizational structure

Assess administrative controls

Draw”a flow diagram
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Hazardous Waste
Disposal

Photography Developing Activity

5 Describe Activity and Conduct Material/Energy Balance
. . . . *...*...* ● ...*..****** . .0000.000000 ● 8****.

See Guidelines for Worksheet 2, Acfivity Fh Diagram, page 57

Sources of Material/Energy Balance Informatiorx

Process knowledge

Operating logs

Purchasing records

Emission inventories

Material and chemical inventories

Samples

Laboratory notebooks

6 Brainstorm P2 Opportunities
. . . * ...*...** .. O.. ****0*** . *..*..****** ● *O***.

From a knowledge of the activity, the team can begin to seek out ideas to
reduce waste (ace Brainstorming Guideline% page 59). Brainstorming as a
group ia the best method for obtaining ideaa, with the group ir-rcludmg the
team and arry others who are directly involved with the activity. Try not to be
negative as you brainstorm; the ideaa do not have to be specitlc at this point;
as an example, an idea to reduce solvent waste could be “Look for ways to
rec@e/reM solvent.” A more detailed understanding of how to accomplish
this comes during the next step. F@re 6 shows a tool that may help in brain-
storming, by categori.ziig potential opporhmitiea. Record all ideas in some
form for documentation.
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Figure 6 Brainstorming Tool, Fishbone Diagram
I

Oncea liit of ideas is generated, the team can determine which ideas to pur-
sue and assign those to interested team members. 1

Ask Yourself These Questions
9

Is this operation necessary?

why is the waste generated?

Can energy usage be decreased? 1

Why do we conduct the operation thk way?

why must we use these chemicals? I

IS there more efficient equipment available?

Are there any non-hazardous substitutions available? I

7 Conduct a Cost Ben#it Analysis
. ..*.**..**** ● ..****.***** 9*******

Identifying Funding Sources
h thissection it is important to describe the methodology used to determine
waste reduction, cost savings and implementation cosfs (see Guidelines for
Worksheet 3, Pollution Prsrzrrtion Opportunity Description, page 61). Elements
to be considered include waste type e.g., LLW, MLLW, etc. and volume, spe-
cific estimated costs savings for one year after implementation is complete
and calculate payback which is the number of years to recover the implemen-
tation costs. This can be achieved by dividing the implementation costs by
the annual cost savings.

When calculating the annual cost savings it is important to identify the an-
nual costs before and after then subtract the before and after cost to deter-
mine the net cost savings.

Cost to be considered when conducting a cost benefit analysis are listed
on the next page
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■ Equipment and installation % ~’

9 Utility connections
“&$#%ll;~&J ‘“’

■ Project engineering ~ that the full benefit
‘ of the pollution---

- Operation and Maintensmce

- Expenses or Revenues

■ Raw materials

■ Labor

■ Waste disposal

H Water and energy

■ Value of recovered material

Indiract Costs:

- Administrative Costs

- Regulatory Compliance Costs

■ Permitting

■ Recordkeeping and reporting

■ Monitoring

■ Manifesting

Llabllity Costs:

- Penalties

- Fines

- Personal Injury

- Natural Resources Damage

I
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● Less tharr a two year payback is reasonable for implementation. Funding carr
be sought through

o ■ Facility Programs

■ DOE-RL High Return on Investment Project Proposals

●
Souroes of Technical Assistance

9 Trade associations

■ Published literature

E Federal, state, and local environmental agencies

■ Equipment vendors

■ Other companies

9 Pollution prevention representatives

Database P20A Tracking System

Completed assessments are posted on the Hanford P2 Homepage

Internal Address http://apsqlO5.rl.gov.polprev/default.asp

Trackhg Techniques
The easiest way to track progress is to retain and file your P20A forms. This
can be done in hard copy, electronically, or both. With each set of P20A forms,
keep background research information and contacts. AIso, keep track of any
information and budget data on opportunities implemented. That way you
carI track the outcome of each P20A.

As ummary tracking report may also be useful to show the overall success of
your P20A program. This form will summarize the actual opportunities
implemented. The main summary pieces of success data that you may want
to hack for each opportunity am-

Opportunity implemented

P20A resulting in the opportunity

Waste class(es) reduced

Waste stream(s) reduced

Volume/mass of waste(s) reduced

Implementation cost

Annual or one-time cost savings

Payback period
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All completed P20As are stored on the Hanford P2 Homepage at

A 1

‘,
http://apsqlO5.rLgov.polprev/defadt.asp. Once you have completed your

,~~

assessment contact your Pollution Prevention representative to have it placed
2;:

on the intemet for use by othera.
g

B

Getting Credit for Your Work-Who to Tell
The required reporting for each P20A is basically the five worksheets (or
rmother method of your choice) detailing the P20A process. These carI be
submitted to your P2 representative as you conduct them, or on a qu~erlY ,+$~~?. ._.% = ..’”
or yearly basis. Additionally, a brief update on the number of P20As con-
ducted and the status or progress of the P2 opporhurities for each also should

~$ ‘Y’,,

be submitted. The specifics for required reporting are detailed in the Han~ord ~’ -.
Site Guide for Preparing and Maintaining Generator Group Pollution ..’

Prevention Program Docurueutation, (DOE/RL-95-103 Rev. 2) available from ~
your P2 representative.

Not only should accomplishments be recorded for reporting rmd regulatory
reasons, successes should be cormrmrricated for the benefit of you and others.
By telling people about the P2 you have achieved, you not only reveal your-
self as an environmentally proactive group, but the technique or technology
can be transferred to other facilities or sites that have similar problems. Some
methods of achieving this are

Posting accomplishments on a facility bulletin board

Submitting articles in a techrdcal magazine, such as Pozltition
En&reerirsg or Pollution Prevention Rsview

Presenting at a technical conference, such as the DOE Pollution
Prevention Conference or the Ah and Waste Management
Association Annual Conference.

Submitting articles in a national newsletter, such as PoUution $@<;.
Prsrwrrtion Advisor

Submitting articles in the site newsletter, the Hanford Reach
) ‘h..

Providing an entry for the Hanford Pollution Prevention .. =.#
Accomplishrmmts Book

Applying for awards, such as the DOE Pollution Prevention h
Ak-a;ds %

Mao remember to document any “failures.” These could ticlude ideas that
were not approved or did not perform as expected. These maybe used as
lessons learrred for the next time or for another facility If the problem was *
solved via another merms, that also should be recorded as a lesson learned ~~
for yourself rmd others.

1,.
\
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Opportunity Implemented from a P20A

Isolate 151-S Diversion Box

Precipitation accumulates in 151-S Diversion Box located in
Tank Farms. If the diversion box was not sealed to prevent pre-
cipitation accumulation, 151 -S would have to be pumped and
the liquid disposed of as contaminated radioactive mixed
waste, Jumpers stored in 151-S are identified as ancillary equip-
ment and will remain until the double shell tank closure. The
structure was sealed with a foam preventing seepage until
the structure is to be opened for retrieval of the jumpers.
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6.

7.

8.

Burning up spent toluene in an incinerator to generate energy instead
of sendhg it to a waste hauler?

Pollution Prevention? Yes _ No —

Why?/why Not?

Replacing solvent cleaning agents with non-regulated detergent and
water cleaning operations to avoid the use of hazardous solvents.

PollutionPrevention? Yes _ No_

Why?/Why Not?

Installation of a hard-piped vapor recovery system to capture and
return vaporous emissions.

PollutionPnsxwntion?Yes_ No_

Why?/Why Not?

Sending waste printing inks to a local commercial recycler.

PollutionPrevention? Yes _ NO—

Why?/~y Not?

Replacing the nozzle of a high pressure paint applicator to better focus
the paint spray stream.

PollutionPrevention? Yes _ No_

wtLy?/why Not?

Drying and pressure filtration of a heavy metal waste sludge prior
to disposal.

Pollution Prevention? Yes _ No_

why?/why Not?

Impmving work practices to avoid spills of machine cutting fluids.

Pollution Prevention? Yes _ No_

Why?/Why Not?

Removing solvents from wastewater by means of an activated carbon
adsorber then regenerating the carbon using another solvent.

PollutionPrevention? Yes _ No_

Why?j~y Not?

● 0000 ❑
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Answers:

1. No -

2. Yes -

3. Ye5 -

4. Yes -

5. Yes -

6. No -

7. Yes -

8. No -

Media Traosfer

Closed Imop

Offsite Recycling

Equipment Modification

Does not decrease the number of heavy metals molecules
in the sludge

Good housekeeping

Regenerating the carbon requires the use of another solvent
or heating which transfers the waste to the atmosphere
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPOlfTUNITV ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 1
Team and Activity Description

Date July 31, 1997 F20A ID Code 97-LLW- 1 Facifity 222s

Activity Laboratory Analyses

Team Members (*Leader) Telephone MSIN

Peter Segall* 372-0469 H6-06
Ronald J. Boom 3734456 T6-12
Jmn M. Frye 376-8624 T6-30

Richard K. Fuller 373-1883 T6-50

Grant L. McCalment 373.0616 T6-20

Jcel M. VanSant 373-3383 T6-20

Description of Activity to be Examined in this F’20A

The 222S Laboratory Complex, located m the 200 West Area, is currently the primary antdyticai

chemistry laboratory. The primary mission of 222S Laboratoryis to supportdl Hanford clean-

up acuviti.s. Approximately 60-70% of the Iabomtory workload is in support of tank farms.
Solid low-level waste IS generated from laboratory analyses of tank waste samples. The =maining

laboratory activities support analytical services for other activities such as the waste management
prmessing plants, environmental sampling md similar activides across the site.

The 222S Laboratory generated 258 cubic meters of solid low-level w=te (LLW) in calendar

year (CY) 1996. Approximately 45 cubic meters of the solid LLW wm generated from routine
operations, laboratory analyses, with the remainder from constmctionlproject activities. Sample

analyses have been identified as the primary generator of solid LLW from routine operations
with,” the laboratory. The activities, producing tbe majority of solid LLW waste are conducted

in rooms 1B (Sample Preparation), 4A and 4B (Radioactive Chemistry), 4D (Chromatography)
and 43 (Low Activity Radioactive Chemistry). It is estimated that sample analyses activities
generate 20 cubk meters of solid LLW. Tracking of actual quantities from each room and hood
was initiated in late March 1997 and tbe d~ta m date doesn’t accurately reflect full production
capabilities at this time.

The solid LLW smam, being evaluated %spm of tits P20A, is made up of plastics, paperlcardbmrd,
glms, me fals, stymfoam, dhtomnceous em’h (used as filler material), mbher and other miscellaneous
materials. The laboratory work is conducted in hoods with each room with some solid waste
generated from counter top activities. Solid LLW wastes genermed are set aside and dkposed
of as compatible waste (i.e., paper, dry rags, $joves, cloth!ng, and other dry, low density,
compatible wastes) or non-compacfible wastes (i.e., glass, empty plastic bottles, metal, bard
plastic, rigid cardboard, et.). Contaminated empry non-hazardous glWS and PbWfiCvials, bales,
readhg d 02 mrfk at contact me cmshed. Empfy nonhazardous, nonsmearable, glass and plastic

bottles, and small pieces of wood ore shredded.

Not= Compatible waste is sent to an off site contractor for compaction.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSMEET 2
Activity Flow Diagram

Outputs include Solid (2) Liquid (1) Air (a)
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 2
Activity Flow Diagram (Continued)

Total Input Volume 20 m3 - Total Output Volume 20 m3
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITV ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

Date July31, 1997 P20A W Code 97-LLW- 1 Facility 222S

Activity Laboratory Analyses

P20 No. 1 P20 Title Re-Use Plastic Waste Disposal Containers

Current Practice

Wiste within laboratory hoods is collected in approved waste containers. Most of the sohd low-

lev.d “on-compactible hood waste is collected m a 165 ounce, 7 31~ diameter, T high hard

plastic containers. After the container is appropriately M-sled low-level waste (LLW) and identified

by the room number, a polyethylene liner is placed into the container. The top of the hner is
folded over the container lip and lhe liner is prosed towards the sides and boom. The container

,s placed into the hood for waste collection.

Wbm the container is full or ready for removal from the hoed, the liner is horse tailed and taped,

J’he lid is taped or secured onto the container. The container is double bagged, the bags are
hmsemiled and taped md the waste transferred to the 90 day accumulation area.

A review of the March-April 1997 waste log-in sheet da!a for non-compactible LLW generated

kom hood activioes revealed that one hundred ( 100) 165 ounce hard plaslic containers (v= pr2H
. 3.14x (3,9375)2x7= 34o in 3 (0.006 m3)) me utilized per month totating 1200 hard plastic

containers per ymr. Based on Generator services process knowledge, a maximum of 25 plastic

xxmuners can be placed into a 55 gallon drum. This equals 48 non-compactible low-level hoed
waste drums generated per year (approximately 12 m3) of LLW.

Recommended Action

[t is recommended that the hard plastic containers utilized for dqmml of low-level non-campactible
hood waste be reused rather than disposed of as LLW. It is conservatively esttmated that the
plastic container could be used, on an average, 5 times ratier than immediately discarded as solid
waste. It is estimated that elimination of disposing of the non-compactible plmtic containers will
nllow for a 5090 increase in the quantity ofnon-compactible LLW waste placed in a 55 gallon
drum.

The same hard plastic containers are utilized for dispwsal of MLLW non-compactiblehoedwaste.
[t is alsorecommendedthatthehard plastic containers be reused rather than disposed of m
MLLW (It is estimated 1000 hard plastic 165 ounce plastic containers%. used annually). It is
commvatively estimated that the plmtl. container could be reused, on an average, 4 rimes rather
than immediately discmding as solid waste. It is also estimated lhat elimination of disposing of
the non-compactib!e plmoc containers will allow for a 50% increase in the quantity of mm-
compactible MLLW placed in a 55 gallon drum.

Implementation of this recommendation will require Hanford Analytical Services Laboratory,
Operating Procedure, “Segregate and Manage Solid Laboratory Wastes” (LO- 100-151, dated
6/27/97) to be revised to reflect the reuse of the plastic containers for non-.ompactible low-level
and mixed low-level heed waste. In addhion, based on the prmess knowledge of the brainstorming
team, for improved puncture protection, it is recommended that a 0.010 nylon reinforced plastic
liner be placed ms,dc the plastic contaimr mther than using the current liner.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

Calculation of Waste Reduction andlor Energy Savings

~-It is estimated hat implementation of the recommendation to re-.se hard pltstic containem
will result in a reduction in LLW generation annually of approximately 4 m3. It is also estimated

hat revising the procedure tore-use the plastic containers will result in an estimated increase
>fnon-compactible LLW placed in a 55 gallon drum by fifty percent (5090). However, since it

s estimated the hard plastic container will be disposed of every tif[h use, the number of drums
:Iimin ated annually will be reduced from 48 to 29 (a reduction of 19). An annual reduction in
mn-compactible LLW of 4 m3 will result (10 m3 to 6 m3).

q-It is estimated that implementation of this recommendation will result in a reduction

>fMLLW generxion annually of approximately 3 m3 annually. It is also estimated that revising
he prccedure to re-.se tie plasttc containers will result in m estimated increase in non-compacttble
%LLW place in a 55 gallon drum hy fifty percent (50%), However, since ntis estimated the hmd

]Iastic containers will be dtsposed of every fourth use, the number of drums eliminated annually
will be from 40 to 2S (a reduction of 15). An annual reduction in MLLW of 3 m3 will result
:8 m3 to 3 m3),

LLWGenerationReduction
DecreaseinWasteDrumsUtilized
2mentNon-CompactibleHoodLLWGenerated*=48 (55wllondrums)x 0.2082= 10ms
‘Based on an average of 25 plastic containers placed in a drum.

Revised Non-Compactibl. HcodLLWGenerated**=29(55wI1o”dmms)x 0,2082=6.04mx
**Based o“ 38 waste b~gs placed in a dmm

Total LLW Reduced= 10 m3 -6.04 m3 = 3.96 m3

MLLW Generation Reduction

Decreasein Waste Drums Utilized

CurrentHmd MLLW Generated* =40 (55 gallon drums) x 0.2082 = 8.3 m3

*Based on m average of 25 plastic containers placed in a drum.

Revised Hcwd MLLW Generated** =25 (55 gallon drums) x 0.2082 = 5.2 m3

.* Based c,” 38 waste bags placed in a drum.

Total MLLW Reduced= 8.3 m3 -5.3 m3 = 3 m3
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNiTV ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

Calculation of Net Annual Cost Savings

Waste Disposal Savfnm

Life Cycle Cost of 1 m3 of LLW = $1,900***

** *Refe~ncS “Hanfmd Remrn.0”.I”veslment Guide,,, DOWRL-97- 12, dated 1an.ary 1997

Cost savings for reducing 4 m3 of LLW = 4 x $1,900 = $7,600

Life Cycle Cost of 1 m3 of MLLW = $13,8WF**

Cost sawngs for reducing 3 m3 of MLLW = 3 x $13,800 = $414,000

Total Cost Savings for Waste Reduction = $49,0Q0

Material Savings

165 Ounce Plastic Containers (10 per cme)=$11.30****

**** Telson P. Se@/P. Hansen (222S) dated 7/ 15/97

Plastic container savings = 171 (Cases)x$11.30 = $1,932

Material Costs

0.010 Nylon Reinforced Dmposd BIg (Estimmd Cost $2.50)

Annual usage -2,200:

Disposal bag cost = 2,200x $2.50= $5500

TotalAnnualSavings= $7,600+ 41,4(M + 1,932. 5,500= $45,432

Calculation of Implementation Cost and Payback

Implementation Cost

Revise Hanford Operating Procedure, “Segregate and Manage Sohd Laboratory Wastes’z,
LO- 100-151, Rev. C-O, dmd 06/27/97.

Procedure Revis,o” -33 pages x $15.25 = $503

(Basis of Estimate Analytical Services $15.25 per page for a procedure revision)

E“gineeri”g $236

(Basis of Estimate -4 hours@ $591br)

Total Implementation Cost -$739

Payback = Implementation CostfTotal Annual Savings= $739[$45,432?= .016 years
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

Date July 31, 1997 P20A ID Code 97-LLW- 1 Facility 222S

Activity bbomtory Analyses
P20 No. 2 P20 Title Reduce Unnecessary Materials Brought into

Radiation ZoneslLaboramry Rcoms

Current Practice

PaIwr, cmdbozud, plastic wrap, packaging, slyro foam, styrofoam peanuts, cardboard camiers, etc
nmkeup approximately 25% (5 m3) of the LLW generated witbh the laboratory moms performing
analyses. Although a sign outside the Surface Contammation Area (SCA) ~ddresses “WM!. LLW

Radioactive Waste Reduction” by emphasizing the minimization of entry into tbe SCA with
unnecess=y materials, these materials continue to be carried into the radiation zone.

Efforts me made to minimize paper, cardboard and other unnecessary materials being transferred

into the radiation zone at the supply room access window. Glassware and other materials are

removed from cardboard boxes, packaging, etc. and placed into clew plastic bags for trzmspmrting
imo the radiation zone. However, this activity is dependent upon one person’s initiative, is not

consistently implemented, and only Ipplies to materials from the supply room. No specific
procedure requirements limit entry of unnecessary materials into the rad!ation zone as M!s

considered an individual’s responsibibty.

Recommended Action

To provide more emphasis on the minimization of bringing unnec.ssxy marerials into tbe radiation
zone and laboratory rooms, it is recommended that the following be implemented

1. Laboratory Analytical Procedures be revised to add a precaution to the Safety Section
as follows

PRECAUTION

Personnel performing or assisting analytical analysis aclivilies should ensure that unnecessary
materials such as plastic wrap, packaging materials, cardboard, cardhomd boxes, styrofoam, et.
are not brought into the laboratory moms or radiation zone. Unnecessary materials result m the
gemra.tion of mdroactive waste.

2. lle issuing of an Operations Standing Order addressin8 waste minimization and the minimizing
of bringing Unnecessxy materials mto md!ation zones and laboratory rooms.

3. Utilize the electric signs located at the entrance to 222S and the Radioactive Material Area
(RMA) for dressout to address waste minimization and the bringing of unnecessmy materials
imo radioactive areas and laboratory rooms.
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POI.LUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

:alctdation of Waste Reduclion andlor Energy Savings

‘he implementation of the recommendations discussed shove will result in a reduction of
[m”ecessary materials bein~ brought into radioactive zoneslla.boratory rooms. This will result
n m estimated 20% annual reduction (l m3) in the LLW generated from the unnecessary paper,

.mdhoxd, plastic wrap, packaging, styro foam, styro foam peanuts, etc. brought into radioactive
,reas md laboratory rooms.

,LW Waste Reduction

inn.al Waste Generation (papr, .mdhoard, styrofoan, etc.) = 5 m3

ktimated LLW Reduction = 5 m3 x .20 = I m3

calculation of Annual Cost Savings

.LWDfsposalSavings- LLW

.ife Cycle Cost of 1 m3 = $1,900*

‘Reference “Hanford Return-On-Investment Guide”, DOEIRL-97- 12, Dated January 1997

%mual cost savings for reducing 1 m3 = I x $1,900=$1,90+3

calculation of Implementation Cost and Payback

implementation Cost

rhere is no cost involved in implementing the recommendations discussed above. The changes
o the Labomtory Anal yticd Procedures can he issued as pm! of the annual review changes or

with a another proposed revision which is to be issued prior to the anmal review.

-

rhe payback is immediate.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION 0PP0RTUN1T% ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

Date July 31, 1997 P20A 30 Code 97-LLW- 1 Facifity 222s

Activity Laboratory Analyses
2?30 No. 3 P20 Titfe Re-use of Glassware

Current Practice

The 222S Laboratory currently runs several analytical methcds (wet chemisuy) in which the
glassware med during analysis is disposed of m LLW. The empty and dry glasswafe containers

are segregated and cmshed for disposal. It is estimated that the laboratory analyses annually
generates 20 m3 of LLW. Of thk volume, 5 m3 of this waste is dkcmded glasswwe.

The laboratory has purchased, through July of FY 1997,$48,616 of glassware in FY 1997 to
support 21.6 Analytical Equivalent Unib (AEUS) of labomtoV analysis work to date. TM prorates

to a FY 1997 cost of $58,316. The FY 1998 forecast for the 222S Laboratory is estimated m the
same level of work.

Recommended Action

It is recommended that the 222S Laboratory clean the glassware utilized in laboratory analysis
activities and re-use it rather thm disposin~ of It as LLW. Th. 222S Laboratory has a ultrasonic
cleaner (Volumetric Flask Cleaning System-CAT 15-336-27) in storage that could be installed
i“ Room 2B and be utilized m a Glass Cleaning Station. It is conservatively estimated that
installation of and use of the ultrasonic clezmer will reduce the glassware disposed of m LLW
by approximately 7590 (3.75 m3) per year. This assumes that there will have to be re-purchase
of glassware to support routine breakage as well as re-purchase of small vials and pipettes which
are not capable of being cleaned effectively.

Prior to implementation of this recommendation, a test program is required to ensure that the
glassware .Iwasonically cleaned is m clem as new glmswa.re thus avoiding tbe petentml of sample
contaminadon. This test program will cons,st of establishing clem glassware standards for new
glmswmre and comparing the results against glassware that will b. analyzed against sm.dtuds
represeming acid and fusion analysis performed in the laboratory, cleaned and re.sed multiP1.
times.

Implementation of this recommendation will require a revision to Hanford Analytical Services
Labomtory Procedure, “Segregate and Manage Solid Laboratory Wastes” (LO-100-151, dated
6/27/97) to reflect ultrasonic cleaning of glmswnre after use as well as crushing for disposal. It
will also require o~rator training and a prcced.m developed for operating the ultrasonic cleaner.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

Calculation of Waste Reduction andlor Energy Savings

lt is estimated that implementation of this recommendation to re-use glassware will result m an
.“...1 reduction of 3.75 m3 of LLW.

Amual LLW glassware generation= 5 m3

Estimated glassware reduction (75% reus.drepurchase) = .75 x 5 m3 = 3.75 m3

Calculation of Net Annual Cost Savings

Waste Disposal Savings - LLW

Life Cycle CON of 1 m3 = $1,900*

‘Reference: “Hanford Retum-On-investment Guide”, DOWRL-97- 12, dated January 1997

Cost savings for reducing 3.75 m3 = 3.75 x$1,900= S7,125

Material Savings

Glassware - FY 1997 (through July) Expenditures= $48,616

FY 1997 (August+ September (estimated)= $9,700

Total = $58,316

Glassware replacement cost = .25x $58,316= $14,579

Annual Cost Slvings = $7,125 + ($58,316 - $14,579)= $7,125= $43,737

Calcukdion of Implementation Cost and Payback

Implementation Cost

Ukrmonic C!eaner for Olms .statim. $2,260..

..vol”metric Flask Cle%”i”g System CAT 15-336-27 Purchased and in storage

Instalhuion of Ultrasonic Cleaner

(Cost estimate based on installation of ultrasonic cleaner in room lF-Reference Work
Package2S-96-02008/W)
Materials-$300 (shopstwk)
Work Package Preparation -8 hours@ $59/hour (fully burdened= $472

Labor -24 hours @ $501bour (fully burdened)= $1,200

Total -$1,972
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

(Continued)

.evise Hanford Operating Procedure, “Segregate and Manage Solid Laboratory Wastes”,

0-100-51, Rev. C-O, dated June 27, 1997-33 pages x $15.25 per page= $503

repare Prc-ced.re for Operating Ultrasonic Cleaner -40 hours @ $59= $2,560

)perator Training -2 hours @ $50ih0ur (fully burdened)= $100

kst Progmm

‘reparation of test plan, test program, d~ta ~nfllysis, and final rePOrt

istimated Cost $35,000

btal Implementation Cost= $2,260+$1,972+ $503+ $2,560+$100+ $35,000= $42,395

B

:Implementation CostfTotal Annual Savings

:$42,3961$43,737 = .97 years
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● I WORKSHEET 4
Pollution Prevention Opportunities Summary I

Date July 31, 1997 P20A fD Code 97-LLW- 1 Facility 222S

Activity Laboratow Analyses

Waste Annual Waste Estimated Estimated

P20 P20 Class Reduction or Annual Implementation Payback

No. Title Reduced Energy Savfngs Savings cost (years)

1 Re-Ust LLW/ LLW -4 m3 $45,432 $739 0.016
Plzlst,cwaste MLLW
Disposal
Containers MLLW - 3 m3

2 Reduce LLW , ~3 $1,900 $0 immediate
unnecessary
Materials
Brought into
Radictim
Zo”esl
Labommry
Rooms

3 R.-Use LLW 3.75m3 %43.737 $42,395 0.97
Glassware

NotesandOther Beneffts

Brainstorming Ideas

The ideas listed below were identified during tbe brainstorming session conducted with tbe

team members in addition to the ideas ewdmted. Each item was prioritized md the top

3 items were chosen to be evaluated

Ideas to be Evaluated at a Later Point in Time

1. Automatic Material Survey Station note requires alpha detection capability
Repackaging Hood Waste.

2. Repackaging HoodWasteMoreEfficiently- note consideredinevalummofre-u$e
ofh~rdplmtic containers. Further detailed evaluation required.

3. Ultrasonic cleaning- glassware, crucibles, etc. note partially considered in reuse
of glassware evaluation.

4. Advanced Improved Tetbnology for Analyses.

5. Utilization of New Equipment for Analysis.

6. Procurement of Latest E@ipment-Autosampler-Reduce sample size and generation of waste

7. Reduction i“ Sample Size.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 5
Final Summary

Date July 31, 1997 P20A fD Code 97-LLW-I Facility 222S

Activity Laboratory Analyses

Proposed Opportunities and Discussion

Three opportunities were analyzed for implementation. Each opp.m!.nity evaluated is a stand
alone item and can be implemented with no impact on the other. Implementation of Opportunity
#l, “Re-use Plastic Waste Dnposal Containers”, will result in a reduction in both LLW (4 m3)
and MLLW (3 m3), Combining the savings mdimplementationcostsresultedin a payback of

less than a month. Opportunity #2, “Reduce Unnecessary materials Brought into Radkmon
Zoms/LAmratory Rooms” and Opportunity #3, ‘mRe-useGlassware”, will rewlt in a“ estimated

annual waste reduction of approximately 5 m3 of LLW. The evaluation of reuse of glass, requires

the conducting of a test program to verify that cle~ni.g Qf slassw~e. lt is ex~cted the test
pmgmm will be highly successful.

Recommendations and Schedule for Implementation

Because of the FY 1998 site goal to reduce generation of MLLW from routine operations to less
thm 248.5 m3, impleme”tadon of processes that reduce the generatmn of MLLW from routine
operations shcmld be given tbe highest priority. It is recommended that Opportunity # 1,” R.-use
of Plastic Waste Dkposal Container”, be implemented m soon as possible. It is also recommended
that Oppm’tu.ity #2, ,’Reduce Unnecessary Materials Brought into Radmtion Zones/Labomtory
Rooms”, nnd Opportunity #3, Re-use of Glassware” be implemented in the near term to support
achieving the waste reduction goals.
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Al’s Aircraft Repair provides complete aircraft repair for several commuter air-
lines operating out of a midwest airport. These services include paint
stripping and repainting, structural and mechanical inspections, repair and over-
haul of engines and other mechanical equipment, and general aircraft mainte-
nance. The company is only 5 years old and employs approxknately 50 people
including FAA certified inspectors, The company operates 8 hours per day and 7
days per week. However, the weekend crew consists of only 8 people from the
general maintenance group who can handle emergency repair jobs,

The company’s costs for hazardous waste disposal have risen steadily.
As a result, the company conducted a review of their hazardous waste manifests
which indicated the following operations as the major generators of
hazardous wastes that were shipped off-site for dkposak

H

■

I

The aircraft stripping operation consists of an initial strip process
where methylene chloride is sprayed on the plane, left on the plane
for 1 hour to react with the paint, and removed from the plane with
squeegees. The skip process is foRowed by a rinse process where
the plane is rinsed with water to remove any remaining paint and
methylene chloride. The strip process generates 20 55-gallon drums
per month of a mixture of waste methylene chloride and paint. In
addition, the rinsing process generates 40 55-gallon drums per
month of a dilute methylene chloride/water mixture. The company
is investigating the use of a system which uses a mixture of sodium
hydroxide and water to replace the methylene chloride for aircraft
stripping. The company supplying the system has determined that
both the mixture of paint, sodium hydroxide, and water from the
squeegee operation and the mixture of paint, trace amounts of
sodium hydroxide, and water from the rinsing operation are not
hazardous per RCRA regulations. This analysis was made with
samples of the paint currently used by Al’s. Al’s is planning to
discharge the waste to the local POTW.

The aircraft painting operation applies a solvent based paint to the
planes using spray guns. Al’s currently paints with 25 different colors
of paint. The operation produces 20 55-gallons per month of mixture
of waste paint and paint thinner from cleaning the paint guns. The
company is reviewing a proposal for a replacement line of water-
based paints. The dried waste paint has been determined to be non-
hazardous, and the company is considering the discharge of waste
paint and the water for cleaning the paint guns to the POTW.

The repair and overhaul operation shop currently uses 4 mineral
spirits for decreasing engine and other soiled parts. These washers
are placed on top of 55-gallon mineral spirits drums that are replaced
every 4 weeks. The company is investigating the purchase of an
aqueous system which uses a terpene blend for cleaning. The sup-
plier claims that the waste material can be discharged to the POTW.

The facility has retained you as part of a waste reduction team to address the
three problems, analyze all aspects of the changes proposed, and make
recommendations to management.
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Guidelines for Waste Stream
Information
This worksheet helps a P2 team prioritize waste streams and document
summary information. Using the waste projections:

■ Identify the three largest streams for each waste class. Record
the waste class, the waste stream name, and the projected waste
volume on the worksheet, Important sanitary waste streams can
also be identified on this worksheet, if these area priority or can
easily be reduced.

■ Using the tables below, identify the cost per mass/volume
(disposal cost) for each waste stream and record it in the
Cost Per Mass/Volume column.

Table 1: = ~
Sum of AvoidableCosts by WasteType @

g,
$$ .=.

Waste Type Average LifeC@e Disposal Costs If d is necessary t.
3s!

h

- i ~,,ermhe ,,,nd*d
.%
w’

Low b“,! . NO”. CO,IWCWI W.,,, - $2,MM/m, .ihq ,.,, (.,,n,t”ml ~f
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~, v,. ek,,ml steam

fuel ml and., pm,,,

M,x,d Low k,! . W,h.u, Tr,a,m,n, S9,0W/m> g W.,,,<.”,..,,,,

;{

~;:

. ThermalTre,,mnl- $15,6Wm, g ~q,n(m,,o”,appropriate“my gg

. Nan.lhem! T,wlnwn,w,h Lkbr,,andw!Jw! Deb,,, sl,,650,,n, &
3. ,=
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:,,

%hd %mt,ry
~~

. Cmnp,c, ible Was,, $132/m,, r,c ,.”
@f

~$$ ~~,
. Non-C.,npac,,bl, Was,,. S132/n)e,r,c ,.” PI., $203 Mo, P,, ,h,Pmm, w

w,

Liquid w.,,, . 2C0Area ETF W,25/@lm.
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[
. 203 Are, TEDF W 0,/@l.n ~,
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. Double Shall Tank C.,,, s1737/@l.nr.
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*

%
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Multiply the projected waste quantity of each waste stream by
the mass/volume cost of the waste and enter the amount in the
Total Cost column.

Identify any other factors* to be considered with the individual
waste streams and record a key word for this factor in the Other
Concerns column. P2 teams will have to detersnine the weight
given these other factors. The Other Concerns column is
designed to provide flexibility for teams to attend to specific
management or environmental priorities.

* Toxicity, regulatory, safety, ALARA, etc.
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P20A Worksheets are located on
htip://apsqlO5. rLgov/polprev/p20dp20a. htm URL or .,

call the P27WMin group, 373-1125, for a ftiprint copy
I

POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITV ASSESSMENT

Waste Stream Information I

Waste Waste Cost per Other
Class Stream Masd

0.e., LLMW)

NSassJ Total Concerns*
Name volume volume cost (Notes)

*Toxicity,regulatory,safety,ALARA,etc.
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Guidelines for Priority Streams
and Activities I

Withthe waste streams identified, the P2 team is ready to prioritize the streams
and major activities generating them. I

Prioritize waste streams identified on the Waste Stream
Information Worksheet byhighest total cost, accounting
for other appropriate prioritizing factors.*

I

Identify the major activities generating each of these waste
streams. While the form allows identification of the top three I
waste stream producing activities, more or less activities can be
identiflled as appropriate. It would also be appropriate to list on
this worksheet activities that could easily be changed to achieve I
waste reduction, e.g., “low hanging frrrit.”

This step will involve contacting key individuals in the facility.
Important individuals to begin with would be the hazardous I
materials coordinator and the Environmental Compliance
Officer/Representative.

Determine the approximate percentage of waste each activity I

contributes toth-e-total wast~ stream. -Enter this amount in the
0%column.

* Toxicity, regulatory, safety, ALARA, etc
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

Priority Waste Streams/ChemicaIs
and Acthities

PrioritizedWaste
Stream Activity#l % Activity#2 % Activity#3 %
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Guidelines for Worksheet 1
This worksheet provides the scope and identification of the pollution pre-
vention opportunity assessment (P20A) team. For the P20A to be success-
ful, employees involved with the activity being assessed should be members
of the team. The assessment team needs a leader, members, and additional
resources, as required.

The team leader should have tecfilcal knowledge of the area’s operationa
and the personnel involved. The leader assembles the team to perform the
assessment. Team members may include engineers, waste generators, waste
management specialists, scientists, operators, laboratory technicians, and other
line personnel. Additional resources may be utilized to provide information
not available within the team, including interviews with line personnel,
procurement and health and safety, as well as research of technkal publica-
tions/case studies. The size of the team may be large for complicated

Operations, but shOuld be kept tO a minimum tO maintain fOcus.

Date: List the initiation date for this P20A.

P20A ID Code: List the P20A ID Code selected by the team or
facility. This should be a unique identifier.

Facility List the facility in which this P20A is being examined.

Activity: List the activity contributing to the waste stream.

Team Members, Title, Phone, M.SIN: To facilitate team meetings
and for future reference, this information should be completed
when the P20A team is formed.

Activity Descriptiorc This section should list the main activities
contributing to the waste stream that are to be examined in this
P20A. Remember that this waste stream can be examined again
in a future P20A with a different activity focus, so limit the
activities to be examined in a single P20A to no more than
three. If activities are very diverse, complete separate work-
sheets for each. A description of each activity should be listed,
including pollution prevention activities already in place. Be
sure to include the purpose or goal of the activity, schedule or
frequency of activity, materials used, steps taken to complete
the activity, and all wastes generated by each step. Items such
as equipment, controls, operators, and operator training
(qualification or certification) may also be included.
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pOLLuTlON PreVentiOn OwOtiTuNIN ASSeSSment

WORKSHEET 1
Team and Activity Description

Date P20AIDCode
Acti,ity

Facility

Team Members (*Leader) Telephone MSIN
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Description of Activity to be Examined in this P20A
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Guidelines for Worksheet 2
This worksheet provides a method to document the activity flow diagram for
the assessment. The flow diagram should identify all inputs (materials/
resources) and outputs (products/ wastes). The flow diagram should track ma-
terials from the time they enter the process boundary until they leave.
This diagram represents a very simplistic flow model and is meant to be a
guideline. If desired or if the activity is very complex, a more detailed
diagram may be completed to identify all waste streams, especially for com-
plex, multi-step processes. Several forms can be completed if several activities
contribute to the waste stream of interest.

Please note that, although the focus may be on one priority waste stream,
an analysis should be conducted on all material inputs and outputs. This is
because the reduction of one waste may affect others in the activity (and you
want to take credit for those too!). Additionally, while looking at an activity,
it is cost and time effective to look at all waste streams and materials for
possible reduction opportunities. You may also wish to document the
process as a flowchart so that you can easily seethe flow of materials in and out.

Date, P20A ID Code, Facility, Activity: List the date this sheet is
completed, the unique P20A ID code, facility, and the examined
activity for this P20A from Worksheet 1.

Activity Fill in the Activity Name box with the activity being
examined.

Actinity ‘Erne Period: List the time period for the activity being
examined, such as, the complete clean-up, one analysis, yearly, etc.

Inputs: List the input materials on the lines provided, including
hazardous materials, non-hazardous materials, and energy
sources. Don’t forget to include resource inputs such as water,
cleanup supplies, reusable supplies, anything that ends up as a
waste, is used and cleaned, or is used up during the activity.

Outputs: Outputs include solid, liquid, and air. Fill in the outputs,
both useful items and wastes, in the boxes. Include all manifested
and non-manifested wastes, plus air emissions, if any.

Material Balance: A rough material balance can be conducted
(making sure the inputs equal the outputs), to determine if most
of the input and output materials have been captured. Energy
inputs will not be included in the material balance.
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. Brainstorming Guidelines
Before thek summary sheets can be completed, the team should hold a brainatorrn-

● mg session to develop Pollution Prevention Opportunities (P20s).
Brainstorming sessions are effective ways for individuals to generate options

● S@ should occur in m envimrunenf ~t:nco.rages creativity and independent
I

thinking. A knowledge of the actnnty IS essential before the brainstorming
session.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTLINIIW ASSESSMENT

Brainstorming for:
Pollution Prevention Opportunities
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. Guidelines for Worksheet 3
● Promiaii g P20s from the brainstorming session should then be researched by

individual team members. Consideration of the Pollution Prevention Hierarchy
(source reduction, recyc~mg, treatment, and disposal) should be made. This is in

● order to determine specifics related to the P20s, and may involve calls to ven-
dors or procurement, diacussioms with engineera, talking to line personnel and
others. Considerable calculations and notes will most likely be taken on other

● sheets during the process. When complete, each idea’s information can then be
recorded on this surmnary sheet, which serves as a methud to record and evalu-
ate the options that have beerr identified.

■ Date, P20A ID Code, Furility,,Activity: List the date this sheet is
completed, the unique P20A ID code, facility,and the examined
activity for this P20A fmm Worksheet 1.

- P20 No. and P20 Title: A number should be assigned to each P20
from the complete brainstorm list and written here. The title should
be descriptive of the recommendation, starting with an action verb
(e.& replace, modify, install, insulate, develop, reduce, retrofit, educate).

■ Currcrrt Prati”ce: Briefly describe the rrrrrentpractice as it relates to this
opportunity, S0 that the action described next can be fully rmderstood.

fi Proposed Ahrrrative: Desrribe what the change will be and how it will
reduce waste or save energy.

H Calculation of Waste Reduction mrdlor Errsrgy Savings: Briefly describe
the methodology used to determine waste and energy reductions. Cite
references. Lkt calculations as necessary to provide specific numbers.
Be specific as to what the waate reduced consists of and what waste
type is ~duced (LLW,M]xed, Haz). The avoidable Solid Waste Marrage-
ment costs are provided on Appendix E. It pruvides average life rycle
disposal cost.

■ Calculation of Arrrrual Cost Savings: Briefly desrribe the methodology
used to determine cost savings. Che references. Lkt calculations as
necessary to provide specific numbers. State the specific estimated cost
savings for one year after implementation is complete.

■ Calculation of Impkrrrsrrtatiorr Cost & Payback: Briefly desrribe the
methodology used to determine implementation costs. Cite referwrces.
List calculations as necessary to pnwide specific valuea. Calculated pay-
back as implementation cost divided by annual cost savings.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITV ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Description

Date PIO.4 ID Code Fadlity —
Aciivity

P2Q No. F-lo TM,

current practice

Proposed Alternative

Cafc”lation of Waste R&uction andlor Energy Savings

Cakulation of Net Annual Cc& savings

Annual CoSls Befor~

Annual COSI.SAfter

Ann”alCostsBefore Annual Costs Afler = Net A.nual Cost Savings

CalculationofImplementationCastandPayback

implementation Cost - Annual Cost Savings = Payback

....
..
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Guidelines for Worksheet 4
‘R@ worksheet is meant as a simple way to compare the P20s with each other
after the research and feasibility analysis has been completed. They can be
listed according to the P2 hierarchy (source reduction first, followed by recy-
cliig/reu=, and treatment). They can also be listed according to the shortest
payback, either within each hierarchy level or overall.

Date, P20A ID Code, Facility, Activity: Lkt the date this sheet is
completed, the unique P20A ID code, facility, and the examined
activity for this P20A from Worksheet 1.

P20 No., Title, Waste Class, Reduction, Savings, Implernzntation,
and Payback: These values can all be entered directly from the
sections in Worksheets 3. If a savings or an implementation cost
is very small, write “negligible.” Just because an idea is not cost-
effective or a large waste reducer, does not mean it should not be
listed - it maybe simple “low-hanging fruit” that can be accom-
plished giving instant success or good public relations. Some
ideas may ease compliance with regulations, or resolve a safety
concern and thus should be considered also.

Other Brainstornc Ideas Not Researched: TM section includes
the list of all brainstorm ideas not considered for a full cost-
benefit analysis. Also list reasons for not selecting an idea for
a P20.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITV ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 4
Pollution Prevention Opportunities Summary

oak PWA ID Me
Acdrity

Facility

waste Annual Waste Estimated Estimated
P20 P,?o class Rednctim m Annual Implementation Payback
No. ‘lTUe Rednced Energy Savings Savings* Cost (yin)

Other Brainstorming Ideas Not Resardmd

Idez Reasm Not Researched,

,*.\: .“
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Guidelines for Worksheet 5
This sheet provides a brief summary about the whole assessment. Its purpose
is to document how this assessment was performed, the conclusions reached
by the team, and the recommendations for further actions. For a more I
complex assessment, a longer, more formal executive summary may need
to be written out for presentation to management.

i
Date, P20A ID Code, Facility, Activity: List the date thk sheet is m

completed, the unique P20A ID code, facility, and the examined
activity for thk P20A from Worksheet 1.

Proposed Opportunities and Discussion: Briefly describe the
I

main opportunities examined, including the waste streams or
input material to be minimized, benefits achieved, and any
positive or negative aspects to the opportunities. I

Recommendations & Schedule for Implementation: Briefly
describe any actions that should or will be taken in respect I
to this assessment Provide a recommendation for date of
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

WORKSHEET 5
FmnalSummary

Date FZOA fD Code Facility

Activity

RecommendationsandScheduleforlmplementa!mn .-,. ..:?
“,,:,.

.,
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MEMORANDUM FOR HEADS OF DEPARTME AL ELE E,)TS

FROM ~~ELR.O=~&#&

SUB.TWX Departmental Pollution Prevention Goals

The Department of Energy pollution prevention strate~ is to reduce the
generation of all waate streams and thus minimize the impact of departmental
operatiom on the environment. Preventing pollution also reduces risks to the
health and safety of workers and the general public and saves scarce budget
dollars. To demonstrate the Department’s commitment to pollution
prevention, we have set the following goals to be achieved by
December 31, 1999, using calendar year 1993 as a baseline year.

For Routine Operation*
. Reduce by 50 percent the generation of radioactive waate.
● Reduce by 50 percent the generation of low-level mixed waste.
. Reduce by 50 percent the generation of hazsrdous waste.
. Reduce by 33 percent the generation of sanitmy waste.
. Reduce by 50 percent total relesses and off-site transfers for treatment

and disposal of toxic chemicals.

For MI Operations, Including Cleanup/Stabilization Activities:
. Recycle 33 percent of sanitary waste.

For AfRrmative Procurimenti
● Increase procurement of Environmental Protection Agency-designated,

recycled products to 100 percent, except where they are not
commercially available competitively at a reasonable price or do not
meet performance standards.

Operations Offices will direct sites under their purview to set site-specific goals
to assist in achieving the departmental goals. Progress toward meeting the
departmental goals will be reported annually to me. It is the responsibility of
each Federal and contractor manager to work diligently to meet these goals; to
aggressively seek ways to reduce the amount of pollutant generated within the
workplace, and to consewe, reuse, and recycle resources.

The Secretary of Energy
Washington,DC 205a5

May 3, 1996
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Appendix B

Glossary
Affirmative Procurement program A program that ensures that

I

items composed of recovered materials will be purchased to the maxi-
mum extent practicable, consistent with Federal law and procurement
regulations (RCRA, Section 6002).

Byproduct Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, a
byproduct is a material that is not one of the primary products of a
production process and is not solely or separately produced by the
production process. Examples are process residues such as slags or
distillation column bottoms. The term does not include a co-product
that is produced for the general public’s use that is ordinarily used in
the form in whkh it is produced by the process.

Cleanup/Stabilization Waste Cleanup/stabilization encompasses
a complex range of activities including environmental restoration of
contaminated media (soil, groundwater, surface water, sediments,
etc.); stabilization of nuclear and nonnuclear (chemical) materials; and
deactivation and decommissioning (including decontamination) of
facilities,

Cleanup/stabilization waste consists of one-time operations waste
produced from environmental restoration program activities, includ-
ing primary and secondary wastes associated with retrieval and
remediation operations, “legacy wastes,” and wastes from decontami-
nation and decommissioning/ transition operations. It also includes
all TSCA regulated wastes, such as polychlorinated biphenyl-contami-
nated fluids and/or equipment.

Decommissioning Actions taken to reduce the potential health and
safety impacts of contaminated DOE facilities, including activities to
remove a facility from operation, followed by decontamination,
entombment, dismantlement, or conversion to another use.

Disposal Emplacement of waste in a manner designed to isolate it from
the biosphere, with no intention of retrieval for the foreseeable
future, and that requires deliberate action to regain access to the waste.

Environmental Restoration Cleanup and restoration’ of sites con-
taminated with radioactive and/or hazardous substances during past
production, accidental releases, or disposal activities.

Examples of process waste water include cooling water from air com-
pressor systems, air conditioners, and heating systems; boiler or cool-
ing tower blowdown; ion-exchange regeneration waste water; and
laboratory operations waste water. It does NOT include non-process
waste waters such as storm water, well purge water, irrigation drain-

age, fire-fighting and hydr~t flushings, lawn water~g, pavement
wash waters, vehicle waste water, etc.

❑● 000000.”
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Generator Group As defined by the responsible contractor, any
discrete activity, project, or facility whose act or process produces
waste.

Hazardous Substance Any hazardous substance listed as a hazardous
substance in the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act and any further updates, and all ozone depleting compounds as
defined by the Montreal Protocol of October 1987 and any further
updates of the protocol.

Hazardous Waste Solid wastes that exhibit any of the characteristics of
hazardous waste identified in 40 CFR 261, Subpart C (e.g., ignitable,
corrosive, reactive, acutely hazardous or acutely toxic), or that are listed
in 40 CFR 261, Subpart D, “List of Hazardous Waste.” Also includes
dangerous waste as defined in WAC 173-303.

High-Level Waste (HLW) Irradiated reactor fuel, liquid wastes

resulting from the’ operations of the first cycle solvent extraction
system, Or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subsequent
extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for reprocessing irradi-
ated reactor fuel, and solids into which such liquid wastes have been
converted,

Life Cycle The stages of a product’s, process’s, or package’s life, begin-
ning with raw material acquisition, continuing through processing,
materials manufacture, product fabrication, and use, and concluding
with any variety of waste management options, including recycling.

Low-Level Waste (LLW) Radioactive waste not classified as HLW,
transuranic (TRU) waste, spent nuclear fuel, or by-product material
(specified as uranium or thorium tailings and waste in accordance
with DOE Order 5820.2A).

Mixed Waste Waste that contains both radioactive (as defined by the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954) and hazardous (as defined by RCRA, Toxic
Substances Control Act of 1976 [TSCA], and/or state regulations)
components.

Nonroutine Activities One-time operations waste produced from
environmental restoration program activities, including primary and
secondary wastes associated with retrieval and remediation opera-
tions; ‘legacy wastes;’ and decontamination and decommissioning/
transition operations. It also includes all TSCA-regulated wastes, such
as polychlorinated biphenyl-contaminated fluids and/or equipment.
By deftition, these activities are not considered to be periodic and/
or ongoing, because the waste is a direct result of past operations and
activities, rather than a current process. However, newly generated
wastes that are produced during these ‘one-time operations’ are con-
sidered to be a secondary waste stream, and should be separately
accounted for whenever possible. Thk secondary (newly generated)
waste usually results from common activities such as handling,
sampling, treatment, repackaging, shipping, etc.
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pollution Control Measures that are applied after waste and pollutants
are generated, such as: off-site recycling, waste treatment, concentrat-
ing hazardous or toxic constituents to reduce volume, diluting con-
stituents to reduce hazard or toxicity, or transferring hazardous or toxic
constituents from one environmental medium to another.

pollution prevention The use of materials, processes, or practices that
reduce or eliminate the creation of pollutants or wastes at the source.
It includes practices that reduce the use of hazardous and nonhazard-
ous materials, energy, water, or other resources as well as those that
protect natural resources through conservation or more efficient use.

Pollution prevention Act of 1990 Established source reduction as
the strategy of first choice for waste management.

Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment (P20A) Evalu-
ation and appraisal of a process, activity, or operation as a way to iden-
tify potential waste minimization opportunities.

process Waste Water Any water produced during manufacturing or
processing operations that comes into direct contact with or results
from the production or use of any raw material, intermediate product,
finished product, by-product, or waste product. Ilk determination is
independent of the level and/or nature of the contaminants. Addi-
tionally, process waste waters are liquid wastes, which are directly
piped to a permitted (onsite) waste treatment facility where treatment
may consist of neutralization, evaporation, or placement in a settling
or percolation pond, etc. This term does not include the liquid dis-
charges to publicly owned treatment works, which are governed by
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- or state-issued national
pollutant discharge elimination system permits, or local pretreatment
standards.

RCRA-Regulated Waste Solid waste, not specifically excluded from
regulations under 40 CFR 261.4, “Identification and Lksting of Hazard-
ous Waste,” or delisted by petition, that is either a listed hazardous
waste (40 CFR 261.30 to 261,33) or exhibits the characteristics of a
hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.20 to 261.24).

Recycling Recycling tecluiques are characterized as use, reuse, and recla-
mation techniques (resource recovery). Use or reuse involves the
return of a potential waste material either to the originating process as
a substitute for an input material or to another process as an input
material. Reclamation is the recovery of a useful or valuable material
from a waste stream. Recycling allows potential waste materials to
be put to a beneficial use instead of going to treatment, storage, or
disposal.
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Routine Activities Normal operations waste produced from any type

● of production operation, analytical and/or research and development
(R&D) laboratory operations; treatment, storage, disposal operations,

● ‘work-for-others,’ or any other periodic and recurring work that is
considered ongoing in nature. ‘Normal operations’ refers to the type

●
of ongoing process (i.e., production, R&D, etc.), not the specific activ-
ity t~t produced the waste. Periodic laboratory or facility cleanouts
and spill cleanups that occur as a result of these processes are also

● considered normal operations.

Sanitary Waste Wastes, such as garbage, that are generated by normal
housekeeping activities and are not hazardous or radioactive.

Segregation The practice of separating or isolating contaminated materi-
als from non-contaminated materials, or the separation/isolation of
one waste type from another in an attempt to minimize the amount of
the more noxious (and costly) material for disposal.

Source Reduction The elimination or reduction of waste generation at
the source. Source reduction activities and techniques include substi-
tution of less hazardous materials, process optimization or modifica-
tion, technology changes and administrative changes (inventory
control), and housekeeping practices (waste segregation). Source
reduction results in reducing or eliminating potential waste material
exiting from a process.

Spent Nuclear Fuel Fuel that has been withdrawn from a nuclear
reactor following irradiation, but that has not been reprocessed to
remove its constituent elements.

State Regulated Waste Any other hazardous waste not specifically
regulated under RCRA, which may be regulated by State or local
authorities, such as used oil.

State-Only Regulated Waste Any other hazardous waste not specifi-
cally regulated under TSCA or RCRA, such as used oil, which may be
regulated by a state or local authority.

Transuranic Waste Waste that is contaminated with alpha-emitting
radionuclides with an atomic number >92 (heavier than uranium),
half lives >20 years, and concentrations >100 nCi/g of waste.

Treatment Technological processes that reduce the quantity, toxicity,
or mobility of waste. Examples include, but are not limited to, incin-
eration, vitrification, neutralization, chemical extraction, physical
separation, and solidification/ stabilization technologies.

TSCA-Regulated Waste Hazardous chemical wastes, both liquid and
solid, containing more than 50p /m of polychlorinated biphenyls.
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I Generator I RCRA 40 CFR 262, I Requires generator to put in place a
Biennial ReDOIt 26426.5 hazardous waste minimization program

ILiability IRCRA IGenerator and facility owners and m,~

Insurance operators reduce liability by reducing
Recmirements waste “: a

I Exclusion to I RCRA I Minimizes chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)
the Toxicity venting and encourages recycling II

“..”.. . . . . . . .“.
Mixed Waste

~~
FFCA National inventory of all mixed waste

Minimization including description of waste
Recortine minimization actions Qjj

1-
National Policy I Pollution I Declared pollution prevention as the first

Prevention Act choice in environmental management I

.- .,
Increased PPA Increass public access to information,
Reporting stimulating citizen enforcement and
Requirements holds industry to stricter standards



CERCLA Financial IComprehensive IGenerators reduce future liability by

●
Liability Environmental reducing waste

ResDOnse. I

INewSource ICAA INew plants must conform to strict
Performance Standards emis5i0n requirements I

IEarly Reductions ICAA ICompliance extensions for voluntary
Program early reductions of hazardous air

pollutants I

IMinimization IClean Water IRequires a plan for industrial firms to
Certification Act (CWA) diminish the volume and toxicity of

their hazardous discharges I

I
Handling

I
Occupational

I
Safety requirements raise costs of

Requirements Safety & Health transporting waste
Act (OSHA) I
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Environmental
Taxes

Storm water
Pollution
Prevention Plan

Management

Federal
Acquisition,
Recycling, and
Waste Prevention

Federal Use of
Alternative Fueled
Vehicles

Requiring Agencies
to Purchase Energy
Efficient Computer
Equipment

Revenue
Reconciliation
Act (RRA)

CWA

5820.2A

EO 12873
(October 21,
1993)

EO 12844
(April 21,
1993)

EO 12845
(April 21,
1993)

Taxes on ozone-depleting chemicals

!.prO+~~>fO$$~Xmed~>for, ~,
in~eas?rigifivestrnent)ip~re=ard “i
aid divelqprnefi.”of pxpcesses and,
prod”~~th&ti~4duceWaSte ;:.

Requires that industrial storm water
discharge facilities have an on-site
pollution prevention plan

Requires P2/WMin”.Plaris, Anriual;
Waste 17eductijm.Repor+s, an$ a ~ “’
PoKdion .Pfevention.A~eness”
P~Ogram.. ;; ..

Requires Waste Management Plans
including actions to minimize
radioactive waste generation.
Requires each DOE LLW generator
preparing a design for a new process
or process change to incorporate
principles into the design that will
minimize the generation of LLW

Requires development 6f apollution
prevention strategy and agency
development of a 50 percent
reduction goalin toxic chemicals”
releases bytheendof1999 ~

Promotes reductions in waste
generation through recycling and the
use of recycled and energy efficient
materials

“R&qtiii&s,th”atFederal agehcies
‘iniqirnizeind allow for phaseout of
“Class.I.and IIozone-depleting
substances
.:. .

Stimulates the availability,
acquisition, and use of alternatively-
fueled vehicles for Federal agencies

Requires that all acquisitions of
microcomputers meet “EPA Energy
Star” requirements for energy
efficiency

● 0000 ❑
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Radiation
Protection
Programs

10 cm 835 Requires the establishment of goals and
performance indicators for the
minimization of radioactive waste. It
also requires a waste minimization
program that will reduce the generation
of radioactive waste and spread of
contamination frOm Contamination,
High Contamination or Airborne
Radioactivity Areas

Dangerous

I
WAC 173-303

IRequires generator certification that a
Waste waste minimization program is in place
Regulations for hazardous waste

Directs specific Letter from Requires site-specific pollution
percentage Secretary OLeary prevention goals be established and
waste reduction dated May 3,1996 progress be tracked
by waste type
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Appendix D

30 GallonDrum = 0.1136 Cubic Meters”

55 GallonDrum = 0.26 Cubic Meters””

85 GallonDrum = 0.38 Cubic Meters”

Boxes - Volume Based on External Dimensions

2’X2X6’BOX = 0.74 Cubic Meters”’

4’X4’X4’BOX = 2.92 Cubic Meters’”

4’X4’X8BOX = 4.08 Cubic Meters”

,:. j

I

** me outside dimensions of the container determine the cost for handling and
burial. These conversions should be used in determining avoidable costs rather
than the internal capacity of the container. (“Hanford’s Commonly Used
Containers Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Volumes” (WHC-SD-WM-CSD-O05,
Revision O,Dated September 1996).

Waste Handling and Treatment
Personnel Costs

If it is necessary to determine personnel costs for individuals who handle
and ship waste or perform other activities addressed in the annual costs and
savings, hourly labor rates for bargaining unit, exempt and non-exempt
personnel should be obtained from the appropriate contractor project or
financial analyst.

I
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Table 1:
Sum.of Avoidable Costs by Waste Type

Waste Type Average Life Cycle Disposal Costs
$3
g?
$-:

Low Level . Non-CompactedWaste- $2,000/m> %
s

. CompactedWaste- $4,400/ma ,,,.-.

Mixed . Without Treatment - $9,050111P
Low Level . ThermalTreatment- $15,650/mJ

. Non-ThermalTreatment with Debris and without Debris – $14,6501m1

Hazardous . $11,700/metric ton

TRU I.TRU Retrieved fmm Burial Ground to WRAP to WIPP - $57,300/m J ~
. TRU Waste Retrieved from Storage to WWP to WWP - $57,1001m’ g
. TRU Waste f mm Generator Direct to WIPP - $47,3001m3 *

1.’. .“.
Solid Sanitary o Compact!ble Waste - $133/metnc ton

. Non Compact,ble Waste $1321metr,c to” plm $200 labor per shipment
~

.%mnda,y solid rad,oxiive CERCLA W*SW sh,pped to ERDF for burial costs by ETF = S550m>
..I.cMe, CO,!, f., t,,., f.,, ,m,age, and mwnent at the 242-A Evaporator.
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Standard Utility Costs:
I

If it is necessary to determine standard utility cost for, natural gas, electrical, steam,
fuel oil and or process water contact the appropriate utility organization.
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